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Chapter 1 – Introduction and Summary
1.1

DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES OF PROPOSAL

The Littlerock Road Subarea Plan is intended to serve as guide for future
development in keeping with the vision of the City of Tumwater
Comprehensive Plan. The stated intent of the Comprehensive Plan for this
area was twofold: to create a mixed use area with a “village” atmosphere that
would be transit-oriented and pedestrian-friendly in the south/central portion
of the subarea in the vicinity of the Israel Road/Littlerock Road intersection
and along Littlerock Road south to Tumwater Boulevard; and to provide for
commercial areas concentrated along I-5 to provide vibrant retail
opportunities for Tumwater and surrounding residents. The Littlerock Road
Subarea Plan provides a physical description of how the subarea may be
developed over the next 20 plus years, and also sets the foundation for
implementation of the plan.
The plan will allow the City to perform more precise capital facilities
planning for infrastructure construction in the subarea, which will assist
future private development planning and ensure satisfaction of concurrency
requirements under the Growth Management Act.
1.2

LOCATION/DESCRIPTION OF SUBAREA

The Littlerock Road Subarea is most commonly known as the largely
undeveloped area lying between Littlerock Road and Interstate 5 as shown in
Figure 1.1.
The subarea is bounded on the north by the Trosper
Road/Littlerock Road intersection vicinity, on the east by Interstate 5, on the
west by Littlerock Road, and on the south by the present city limit boundary
south of Tumwater Boulevard. The total size of the subarea is 410 acres.
The south/central portion of the Littlerock Road Subarea has been designated
Mixed Use in the Comprehensive Plan (refer to Figure 3.1). The eastern
portions of the subarea along I-5, designated General Commercial by the
Comprehensive Plan, are assumed to remain in commercial use and to
accommodate additional commercial uses. The western portion of the
subarea along Littlerock Road has been designated Multi-Family Residential
Medium Density.
1.3

PLANNING HISTORY

The Littlerock Road Subarea Plan was originally completed in December of
1997. It was partially funded by a Planning and Environment Review Fund
(PERF) grant. This was a pilot program that was intended to blend planning
and environmental review into one document. The intent was to facilitate
development in the subarea by completing much of the required
environmental review prior to development of individual sites. At the time of
Littlerock Road Subarea Plan -
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development, only minimal environmental review would be required, which
would facilitate and speed development. Experience has shown this was only
partially successful. Because much of the actual development plans were
(and are) far from certain, it proved difficult to accomplish adequate
environmental review at the planning stage, which defeated some of the
purpose of the PERF process. Substantial environmental review has been
needed as projects are proposed in order to protect the environment.
Since adoption of the plan in 1997, some development in the subarea has
occurred, primarily in the northern portion. The Home Depot, Tyee Center,
American Legion Hall, Twin County Credit Union and the Bigrock medical
clinic on Littlerock Road have all been developed since plan adoption. Fred
Meyer has also been built during this time period but this area was not
included in the subarea boundary as defined in 1997. Very little development
has occurred in the mixed-use and residential portions of the subarea.
In the fall of 2004, Wal-Mart applied for development permits on a parcel just
north of Kingswood Drive. Some in the community felt the size of the
proposed store (approximately 207,000 sq. ft.) was not consistent with the
original vision for the subarea. In addition, there were concerns that traffic
impacts in the subarea were occurring at a faster rate than originally
planned.
In response to these concerns, the City Council adopted a citywide
development moratorium on retail developments in excess of 125,000 sq. ft.
This moratorium did not affect Wal-Mart because the development permits
were submitted in complete form prior to adoption of the moratorium. The
purpose of the moratorium was to allow time for the Planning Commission
and City Council to review the Littlerock Road Subarea Plan and, if
necessary, adopt amendments to adjust the plan to reflect trends in recent
development activity, traffic impacts, and other environmental concerns.
1.4

SUMMARY OF MAJOR/SIGNIFICANT ISSUES

There are two major areas identified in the Draft Plan where buildout of the
subarea will likely result in significant impacts which could potentially
require substantial capital investment. These two major areas are (1)
provision of adequate infrastructure to serve new development and (2)
stormwater.
The Draft Plan has indicated that a major north-south transportation route
(Tyee Drive) to serve the site will carry a significant amount of future traffic
that otherwise would be routed to Littlerock Road. This road connection is
very important in providing for adequate traffic flow in the subarea, and in
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keeping the width of Littlerock Road to a manageable level. In conjunction
with the provision of a major north-south roadway, new water and sewer
mains could be provided to serve the subarea.
The Draft Plan has also brought to light the potential for substantial
mitigation requirements for stormwater runoff. A high water table and flat
topography within the southern portion of the subarea may present
challenges to development in affected areas and must be addressed at the
time of development.
1.5

MAJOR ISSUES

Fine Tuning of the Land Use Plan
The public participation process conducted during subarea plan development
identified a community vision for the subarea, which included significant
public amenities that are not currently programmed in the City’s Capital
Facilities Plan. Full implementation of this plan will require further
implementing ordinance promulgation and adoption and significant public
investment.
Infrastructure to Serve New Development
Tyee Drive was modeled, and the model results indicated that this frontage
road would carry a significant amount of future north-south trips within the
subarea. However, during the course of the development of the draft plan,
some property owners gave testimony that would suggest possible realignment of Tyee Drive. It may be necessary to revisit the alignment of Tyee
Drive as property develops in the subarea over time.
Stormwater
The Subarea Plan has identified that there may be significant issues with
regard to stormwater in the subarea as development occurs over time. A high
water table within the subarea indicates that conventional on-site
stormwater detention and treatment facilitates may not be adequate for all
development sites. Tumwater has adopted high groundwater standards that
apply on sites where the depth to groundwater is less than six feet from the
surface. In those instances, additional engineering and planning is necessary
to determine what additional mitigation measures and engineering solutions
are needed in order to safely allow development.
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Trails and Open Space
There are several options for providing trails and open space in the subarea.
One option involves the City requiring dedication of open space by developers
as development occurs, although this requires legal analysis to make certain
that any required open space dedications be closely linked to the identified
impacts from the development. Another option would be for the City to
purchase property within the subarea for trails or open space use. The
provision of open space within the subarea provides an opportunity to
mitigate certain identified impacts of development, including; storm
drainage, air quality, and buffering of highway noise.
A conceptual pedestrian trail system is identified in Figure 1.1. It will be
necessary for the city to program the construction of a trail system into the
Parks Plan and the Capital Facilities Plan for municipal purchase of these
lands, in order to implement this portion of the plan.
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Chapter 2- Public Participation
2.1

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

The development of the Littlerock Road Subarea Plan has incorporated a
significant amount of public involvement throughout the process. Public
involvement has taken many different forms, including one-on-one
stakeholder interviews, a community-wide visioning process, a visioning
survey, public workshops on alternative development, and Planning
Commission workshops on the overall approach. Plan revisions were made in
2006 after an additional public workshop and public hearings to gather public
input.
2006 Public Workshop
On January 10th, 2006, the Planning Commission conducted a public
workshop to gather input from citizens to determine what facets of the plan
are working well and those that are not working well. Attendance was about
45 people. Five smaller groups were created, each facilitated by a member of
the Planning Commission to address three questions. The questions and all
responses were compiled and categorized. They are presented below.
What do you like about the area now?
Trees, Open Space
Trees, mature trees, retain trees in clusters, and native species
Urban forest
Landscaping
Green spaces (like in front of Fred Meyer)
Pioneer Cemetery, its history and White Oak
Streets, Sidewalks, Trails and Bicycle Paths
Sidewalks, walkability
Pedestrian-friendly
Like close freeway access and access to retail
Land Use, other Regulatory issues
“Human scale” size for stores
Concept for mixed-use
The commercial development along I-5 along with the frontage road
Like retail close
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Close to services
Tyee Center commercial development scale and design
Multi-family medium zoning
Big Rock health clinic, size, architecture and grass
Other Thoughts
Parts of subarea are positive
Mega Foods connection to the community
Safe community
Rural feel to area
Sense of community
What do you envision the area to look like in the future?
Trees, Open Space
More parks / mini-pocket parks with link to walking trails and overpass
Trees preserved, more trees
Landscaping along roads (like Kingswood Drive)
Integrate green space and walking trails/sidewalks with commercial/mixeduse/multi-family development.
Streets, Sidewalks, Trails and Bicycle Paths
Smaller commercial building footprints
Bicycle-friendly, bike lanes
Sidewalks between parking rows in parking lots / sidewalks like those around
Home Depot
Trail connections between housing/retail and pedestrian crossings
Better access to middle school in relation to transportation
Littlerock Road enhancement in the future
Land Use, other Regulatory issues
“Dark sky” lighting ordinance
“Green” development standards
“Village”-type, human-scale retail/stores
Fewer chain stores
Require mixed use development, logical mixed-use that fits in w/area.
Further commercial development kept along freeway with frontage roads
Rezone area along I-5 for commercial development
New Mixed-Use (MU) zone to east of Littlerock Rd. that requires MU
(Residential/Retail)
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Traffic calming in MU areas
Buffers, noise buffers along I-5
Restrict vehicle traffic and parking
Drive-ups encouraged for banks, pharmacies
Maximum four-story buildings
Real Tumwater “center”
More restaurants
Higher densities in mixed-use area
Include area north of subarea (Mega Foods, etc.) into subarea plan.
Other Thoughts
Fix drainage problems.
Water features (fountains, etc.)
Public art
Embrace historical background/heritage.
How should the area develop in relation to other areas of the City, such as
the Capitol Boulevard corridor and the Tumwater Town Center?
Streets, Sidewalks, Trails and Bicycle Paths
More overpasses
Land Use, other Regulatory issues
How do we keep “disconnect between plan and what developed” from
happening again?
Possible to totally rezone this to stop future development?
Tougher light standards
North end of area should be studied in a similar vision as the southern area.
Multi-family, single-family zoning
Possible connection to Town Center as development of sub-area and Israel Rd
occurs
Other Thoughts
Do something to stop noise, crime, traffic.
2006 Planning Commission Public Hearing Summary of Comments
1.

Will Tyee Drive be completed before Littlerock Road reconstruction?
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2.

Keep in mind a recent online budget survey where the response was
that economic development should be encouraged to fund services for
the City.

3.

Why was 125,000 sq. ft selected for maximum retail building size?

4.

Opposed to including the four residential parcels adjacent to Mega
Foods. These parcels should not be included in the subarea and should
not be rezoned.

5.

Tyee Drive should be 3 lanes wide instead of 5.

6.

The 125,000 sq. ft. limit on building size should not be used. This
limitation could kill a tenant that the City would like to see.

7.

The area between Israel and Tumwater Blvd. should be entirely
General Commercial.

8.

Concerned about traffic on Littlerock Road. Concerned about the
traffic transitioning from Littlerock to Tyee Drive. The two lanes
behind Costco will not work well.

9.

Higher traffic projections should not require more traffic lanes.

10.

Should require smaller stores and better designed streets.

11.

Speaker does not care for draft tree protection amendments.

12.

The subarea needs vegetated open spaces.

13.

Language in the existing plan regarding gateways and main street
standards was never implemented.

14.

The economic development plan should be updated at the same time as
the LR subarea plan.

15.

The draft in its current form seems unfinished.

16.

How will growth affect the freeway exit at Trosper Road?

17.

A million dollars for a trail to nowhere is a waste of money.

18.

Too many delays in Littlerock Road improvements.
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19.

Are roundabouts necessary on Littlerock Road?

20.

The proposed trail is a good idea.

21.

The proposed Mixed Use Overlay Zone is arbitrary and capricious.
There is no market for buildings having both commercial and
residential uses.

22.

The proposed Mixed Use Overlay Zone provides an important
transition between existing residential areas and Interstate 5.

23.

Tyee Drive needs to be 4 – 5 lanes south of The Home Depot to handle
the expected traffic volumes and lessen vehicle trips on Littlerock
Road. The City should fund infrastructure improvements ahead of
development to ensure the road is in place when development occurs.

24.

Stormwater studies recommended in the 1997 plan must be conducted
to demonstrate that stormwater facilities are available, effective and
feasible for the area.

1997 Stakeholder Interviews
A series of stakeholder interviews was conducted as a means of identifying
the community’s goals for the Littlerock Road Subarea Plan. A diverse group
of individuals was interviewed representing local government, real estate,
economic development, land owners, transportation/transit, and area
residents. Approximately 20 people were interviewed. The results of these
interviews are summarized in Appendix A.
Visioning Workshop
A visioning workshop was held on July 17, 1996, at the Tumwater Library.
Twenty-three people participated in the process. At the workshop, images of
Tumwater and other locations were shown by category. Participants were
asked to rate these on a five-point scale: Highly inappropriate, inappropriate,
neutral, appropriate, and highly appropriate. Participants were also asked to
comment on their scoring sheet. The results were tabulated and 17 images
were selected that seemed to epitomize the opinions of the participants. The
results are summarized in Appendix B.
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Chapter 3 - Land Use
3.1

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

The Tumwater Comprehensive Plan suggests a process for encouraging
mixed use development within the Littlerock Road Subarea. The first step in
the process is to develop a detailed subarea master plan that addresses: the
location, type and size of land use; targeted residential densities; street
improvements; parks and open spaces; and a phasing plan for capital
improvements. The Littlerock Road Subarea Plan will address each of these
elements and will incorporate site plans, street sections, elevations, and text
to illustrate key concepts.
The Littlerock Road Subarea has several distinct advantages for a master
planned mixed use village. Most of the area is currently undeveloped,
providing a clean slate for planning purposes. Additionally, the subarea’s
central location within Tumwater’s urban growth area, its freeway access,
and its relative lack of physical site constraints add to the attractiveness of
the area for a mixed use village. Directly across I-5 is the Tumwater Town
Center, which includes several new office buildings either owned or leased for
state office space, Tumwater’s City Hall and library, Tumwater High School,
and post office. Due to these factors, the Comprehensive Plan emphasizes
that future quality development of the Littlerock Road Subarea is critical to
the shaping of the community of Tumwater.
Planning for Growth and Change
The mix of land use within the Littlerock Road Subarea is expected to change
substantially over time as development occurs in conjunction with the
Comprehensive Plan. It is anticipated that multi-family development will
occur at a higher rate than single-family development within the Littlerock
Road Subarea. No additional residential development is anticipated north of
the BPA power lines. In addition to residential development, the subarea is
expected to support significant commercial retail and some professional office
development.
According to the Comprehensive Plan, the planned capital improvements
identified within the subarea will meet the anticipated growth for the
subarea. The internal transportation circulation system will sufficiently
accommodate traffic within and through the subarea. The Trosper Road and
Tumwater Boulevard freeway interchanges pose transportation challenges
that are regional in nature. Because of the regional nature of these freeway
interchanges, capital improvements to these areas can only be analyzed with
the city-wide transportation plan.
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VISION FOR THE SUBAREA

A visioning survey was undertaken as part of the subarea plan development
to help refine the vision described in the Comprehensive Plan. The visioning
survey was administered in July of 1996. Images of Tumwater and other
locations were shown by category. Participants were asked to rate these on a
five-point scale: highly inappropriate, inappropriate, neutral, appropriate,
and highly appropriate. The results were tabulated and 17 images were
selected that seemed to epitomize the opinions of the participants. Those
images are contained in Appendix B.
The results of the visioning exercise indicate that there are differing opinions
about what a mixed use village is and whether it is appropriate to the
Littlerock Road Subarea. Despite the differing opinions, a common vision for
a number of key elements appears to exist in the community. The strongest
common vision was found with regard to roads, sidewalks, and open space.
Maintaining existing trees, and surrounding buildings with green appears to
be very important to Tumwater residents. A good example of this is the
existing Costco store which is considered appropriate by an overwhelming
majority of the participants due to the extensive landscaping around the
building.
The strongest differences are over the appropriateness of housing in the area.
Some support a variety of housing for the area, while others find any type of
housing to be inappropriate.
The vision has evolved somewhat since initial adoption of the subarea plan.
The 2006 update of the subarea plan included a new public workshop to
gather additional thoughts on the direction of development in the subarea.
Many people would like to see a mix of uses on development sites within the
mixed use area, particularly those mixed use areas further from Interstate 5
and closer to Littlerock Road. Many people did not see residential uses being
appropriate in the mixed use areas near the freeway. In addition, many
people were concerned about the size of retail developments locating in the
subarea. There was considerable discussion on limiting the size of stores in at
least some of the commercial areas in the subarea.
The need for the retention of trees, landscaping and open space to mitigate
the effects of development; and pedestrian access and circulation were also
common themes of the 2006 public workshop, similar to the same concerns
that were voiced in 1997.
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PREFERRED LAND USE PATTERN

Based upon the results of the community visioning exercise, case study
analysis, and the guidance provided in the comprehensive plan, a preferred
land use pattern was adopted as part of the original 1997 Subarea Plan.
Based on the public input described in Chapter 2, and reflecting new
planning efforts and changed circumstances since initial adoption of the
subarea, several adjustments to the original 1997 land use pattern are
needed. These adjustments are identified in Figure 3.1 and 3.2.
The first adjustment increases the size of the area covered in the subarea
plan to include areas that have a logical influence on the subarea. These
areas include Fred Meyer, Albertson’s, and the commercial area north of
Trosper Road, including Mega Foods (now a Walgreens pharmacy).
The second adjustment establishes an overlay on a portion of the Mixed-Use
area north of Israel Road and would require a residential component be a
part of any commercial development in that area. Mixed-Use is an important
policy goal of the comprehensive land use plan and the Littlerock Road
Subarea plan. This overlay zone will require a mix of residential and
commercial uses to be located within a structure in order to further the
comprehensive land use plan goal for mixed use over the 20-year planning
horizon.
The third adjustment establishes an overlay on the General Commercial area
north of Tumwater Boulevard and south of the Mixed-Use area that limits
the size of commercial buildings on the ground floor. While this area is
appropriate for commercial uses, this plan seeks to identify areas where the
scale and mass of commercial uses should be limited to further the aesthetic
and community values expressed during the visioning and public input
phases of this planning effort. Flexibility should be built into these
regulations such that the maximum commercial ground floor size can be
increased in exchange for the provision of a mix of uses on the ground floor of
the building, or the provision of additional open space and structured
parking.
The fourth adjustment is the addition of a conceptual north-south pedestrian
trail that would extend from Tumwater Boulevard north to Bishop Road. The
trail is identified in Figure 1.1. This trail system replaces the 27-acre linear
park depicted in the 1997 Littlerock Road Subarea Plan.
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Chapter 4 – Transportation
4.1

BACKGROUND

The Littlerock Road Subarea Plan, adopted in 1997, included
recommendations for land use and zoning, transportation, stormwater, open
space and parks, and public facilities and utilities. In the 10 years since that
effort, considerable commercial development has occurred in the northern
portion of the Subarea, resulting in increased traffic and different circulation
patterns than were initially envisioned.
The 1997 Plan forecasted 778 additional residential units within the Subarea
over the next 20 years, or approximately 86 acres of new residential
development. Approximately 75% of this growth was anticipated to be
multifamily. The original Plan also established a commercial zone, with the
intent of opening the door for development of a regional shopping center. The
Plan forecasted 1,414 new employees in that commercial zone, primarily in
retail and service sectors. Approximately 118 acres would be utilized for nonresidential development, with roughly 66% designated for retail and service
uses.
Updated land use analysis predicts predominant retail development (49%),
with limited office (12%) and multifamily (16%). This increase in retail
development, combined with recent “background” growth, indicates that the
area will experience significant traffic increases over the next 20 years. This
chapter addresses how those land use changes could impact the
transportation network.
4.2

EXISTING ROADWAY NETWORK

Littlerock Road is the primary north-south roadway in the Subarea. Principal
east-west links are Trosper Road and Israel Road, which serve the existing
commercial activities at the north end of the subarea and the residential
areas adjacent to Littlerock Road. Tumwater Boulevard provides a
connection to I-5 and the industrial and office complexes located east of the
Subarea.
A number of improvements and new roads have been constructed since the
Plan was adopted, and are described as follows:
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Trosper Road
The widening of the Interstate 5 overcrossing at Trosper Road allowed the
extension of the left-turn lane from westbound Trosper Road to southbound
Tyee Drive.
Littlerock Road
Littlerock Road has been widened to a five-lane section from Trosper Road to
the shared access between Costco and Fred Meyer.
Tyee Drive
This new north-south roadway, referred to previously as the “Frontage Road,”
was constructed as part of the Fred Meyer and Home Depot developments.
Tyee Drive is a single lane in each direction, with turn lanes at significant
intersections and access locations. The roadway generally parallels I-5,
between Trosper Road to the north and the southern limits of the Home
Depot property (near Bishop Road) to the south.
Kingswood Drive
Kingswood Drive, referred to as the “Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)
Access Road” in previous plans, is a new east-west roadway that provides a
connection between Littlerock Road and Tyee Drive along the BPA right-ofway. This three-lane roadway was constructed to serve Home Depot and the
remainder of the undeveloped commercial property located just north of
Bishop Road.
4.3

TRANSPORTATION PLANNING STUDIES

Since the 1997 Plan was adopted, two additional transportation studies have
been completed to further evaluate the local road network. These studies, the
Littlerock Road Corridor Plan and the Black Hills Subarea Plan are
summarized below. A third study, the Tumwater Boulevard / I-5 Interchange
Analysis, is currently underway. The purpose of that study is to ascertain
what improvements may be needed to accommodate growth in the area.
The Littlerock Road Corridor Plan (2002)
The Littlerock Road Corridor Plan detailed the preferred design of Littlerock
Road between Trosper Road and Tumwater Boulevard. Based on the
recommendations of the Corridor Plan, the following roadway sections are
planned:
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North Commercial Segment
The north commercial
segment of Littlerock
Road is comprised of
the area between
Trosper Road and
Kingswood Drive. This
portion of the roadway
will consist of two
travel lanes in each
direction, turn lanes,
and an intermittent
central median with
90' Right of Way Road Section: Without Median
openings to provide
access to businesses.
The streetscape will be enhanced by the installation of bike lanes, planter
strips, and sidewalks as well.
Transitional Segment
The portion of Littlerock Road
between Kingswood Drive and
Israel Road is a transitional
area consisting of a mix of
existing residential properties
and developing commercial
uses. It also includes the area
occupied by the Tumwater
74' Right of Way Road Section
Middle School. Safe access to
residences, the school and
businesses is of prime importance in this segment. In this area, the roadway
will consist of one travel lane in each direction with bike lanes, a landscaped
median, sidewalks and planter
strips or tree wells.
South Commercial Segment
The south commercial segment of
the Corridor extends from Israel
Road to Tumwater Boulevard. A
planned roundabout at Tumwater
Boulevard/Littlerock Road will
provide a gateway into the
Littlerock neighborhood, and

84' Right of Way Road Section
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facilitate smooth traffic flow through the intersection. The roadway in this
segment will consist of one northbound and two southbound lanes with a
landscaped median, bike lanes, planter strips and sidewalks.
Black Hills Subarea Study (2003)
The Black Hills Subarea is bounded by Interstate 5 to the east, Black Lake to
the west, Israel Road to the north and 81st Avenue to the south. The Study
provides a blueprint for the 2020 transportation system in this area, to help
ensure that no potential new corridors are precluded as development occurs,
and that the roadway network can accommodate both existing conditions and
planned commercial and residential growth.
Although previous plans recommended extension of Tyee Drive south to
Tumwater Boulevard, the Black Hills Subarea Study determined that
extending Tyee Drive to Prine Road, and ultimately to Littlerock Road near
Black Hills High School, would improve connectivity and access.
Tumwater Boulevard/Interstate 5 Interchange Access Study (2006)
The City, in conjunction with the Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT) and the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA),
is currently conducting a design study to determine what improvements
might be necessary at the Tumwater Boulevard / I-5 interchange. The study
will include analysis of the Interstate 5 mainline, as well as the interchanges
at Trosper Road to the north and 93rd Avenue to the south.
4.4

GROWTH TRENDS

Land use projections for 2005 and 2025, which were incorporated into the
Thurston Regional Planning Council (TRPC) transportation model, reflect a
modest growth rate in the local area over the next 20 years.
According to TRPC, there were approximately 1,557 employees in the
Littlerock Subarea in 2004; 2,201 employees were projected for the area by
2025. However, when those projections were made several years ago,
construction of projects such as Fred Meyer, Home Depot and Wal-Mart
weren’t anticipated, and if development trends along those lines continue,
employment in the Subarea will greatly exceed original predictions.
In addition, the rapid growth in the number of state government offices in
Tumwater was not included in the 2025 projections. Currently, 3,300 state
employees commute to offices served by the Tumwater Boulevard / I-5
interchange. An estimated additional 2,900 employees work in private office
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buildings nearby. Retail services are expected to develop within the
Littlerock Road Subarea to support the office growth. This specific use, and
the rapid pace of development so early within the 20-year planning window,
was also not factored into original projections.
As a result of these inconsistencies, the City has been reconciling recent
developments compared to earlier long-range visions. The City will be
providing the updated Littlerock Road Subarea land use data to TRPC for
incorporation into the next update to the Regional Transportation Plan.
4.5

ANALYSIS

To conduct the transportation analysis, buildable lands data was collected
from TRPC. Using the TRPC data, both existing (2004) and projected (2025)
employment was determined; from the employment data, the number of
resulting vehicle trips was developed.
Based on land use assumptions, the “full-build” scenario for the Subarea
would result in an employment potential of 9,405 employees. This scenario
assumes that retail development will continue to be the primary land use in
the area and that all of the existing land within the area, including the
mixed-use and existing residential properties, will develop or redevelop as
retail.
The “full-build” scenario made assumptions that would maximize the
development potential within the Subarea. However, it is highly unlikely that
this scenario would actually occur over the 20 year planning horizon.
Therefore, to reflect a more realistic projection of the traffic volumes that
could be expected by 2025, a “75% build-out” scenario was created. This
scenario takes into account the likelihood that some of the existing
development within the mixed-use area will likely remain, and future
development is likely to include densities and uses which generate lower
numbers of employees than were assumed for a “full-build” condition.
Estimated Future Traffic Demand
Traffic volume estimates were prepared for the area by collecting current
traffic volumes and adjusting them to include traffic from known
development. Travel demand resulting from “non-specific background
growth” for 2025, which is projected using a compounded annual growth rate
of 2%, was calculated for the “75% build-out” scenario as well.
Using the TRPC model traffic distribution, the estimated new trips were then
assigned to the 2025 roadway network.
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The resulting traffic distributed to Littlerock Road exceeds the capacity of
that corridor. In order to accommodate the traffic and to preserve the vision
of Littlerock Road as a two to three-lane roadway through the transitional
section, Tyee Drive will be a key component in providing necessary additional
north-south capacity.
Due to physical constraints and the desire to maintain much of Littlerock
Road as a boulevard, both Littlerock Road and Tyee Drive are limited as to
the amount of widening that could be accommodated. With this in mind, the
two roadways will need to act in concert to provide the capacity required
through the Subarea. In order to accommodate the assigned traffic volumes
onto the street system, Littlerock Road will require a four to five-lane arterial
section north of Kingswood Drive and a two-lane boulevard section to the
south. Tyee Drive will require a four to five-lane arterial section from the
vicinity of Bishop Road south to Tumwater Boulevard. North of Kingswood
Drive, Tyee Drive will remain two to three lanes.
Under this scenario, traffic volumes were reassigned to the Littlerock
Road/Tyee Drive corridor as the preferred north-south route through the
Littlerock Road Subarea. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the existing and 2025
projected traffic volumes, respectively, in the Subarea under this
development scenario. Figure 4.2 also shows the conceptual roadway network
in the Littlerock Road Subarea.
4.6

FUTURE TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

Figure 4.2 illustrates future traffic patterns in the Littlerock Road Subarea.
The major north-south traffic volumes are expected to transition from
Littlerock Road in the north commercial area to Tyee Drive in the
transitional and south commercial areas. The access between these two
roadways will be provided by a network of interconnecting east-west streets
such as Kingswood Drive, Odegard Road and a grid of local access streets
that will be constructed as future development occurs. These interconnecting
streets will provide drivers with a variety of route options and will facilitate
efficient circulation within the area.
The north-south corridor, comprised of Littlerock Road and Tyee Drive
functioning together, will need to provide a total of three lanes in each
direction. This will be accomplished by transferring the volumes between the
two roadways. North of Kingswood Drive, Littlerock Road will provide two
lanes and Tyee Drive will provide a single lane in each direction. South of
Kingswood Drive, two lanes in each direction will be provided along Tyee
Drive and a single lane on Littlerock Road.
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The planned improvements on Littlerock Road include installation of
roundabouts at Kingswood Drive, Odegard Road, Israel Road and Tumwater
Boulevard. The Kingswood Drive and Odegard Road roundabouts will serve
as primary connections into the Subarea, with Kingswood Drive and Odegard
Road functioning as commercial collectors.
Other new connectors constructed as development occurs will remain as local
access roads and, along with any future permitted accesses in the north
commercial, transitional and south commercial segments of Littlerock Road,
will be limited to right-in, right-out access only.
4.7

CONCLUSION

Analysis of potential future traffic indicates that, with the “75% build-out”
scenario, planned infrastructure in the Littlerock Road Subarea will be
capable of carrying 2025 traffic volumes. Littlerock Road, Tyee Drive and the
grid of east-west connectors will need to be planned and constructed, as a
system, in order to serve the future north-south traffic volumes and provide
circulation and access in the Subarea.
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Chapter 5 - Implementation
5.1

NECESSARY IMPLEMENTATION ACTIONS

Implementation of the recommended subarea plan for the Littlerock Road
neighborhood will require a series of actions by the City of Tumwater and
Thurston County to “set the stage” for private investment that will
eventually develop the area. These actions are listed below. It is important to
note that these actions generally should precede development in the area;
therefore, they should be accomplished as quickly as possible.
Implementation Actions
1.

Amend Tumwater and Thurston County land use plans and zoning
maps as shown in Figure 3.1 and 3.2.

2.

Amend the Economic Development element of the Tumwater
Comprehensive Plan to be consistent with the Littlerock Road Subarea
Plan.

3.

Consider amendment to the Parks Plan to show acquisition plans for a
pedestrian trail system in the subarea.

4.

Consider amendment to the Capital Facilities Plan to provide funding
for pedestrian trail system development.

5.

Amend the Protection of Trees and Vegetation ordinance to better
protect existing trees at the time of development.

6.

Amend Title 18, Zoning, to place retail building size limits in the
General Commercial zone north of Tumwater Boulevard as an overlay
zone.

7.

Amend Title 18, Zoning, to place an overlay zone in a portion of the
Mixed Use zone adjacent to and near Littlerock Road to require
residential uses as part of any commercial development in this area.

8.

Review the Tumwater Development Guide regulations relating to
pedestrian, bicycle and public transit provisions and make
amendments as necessary to ensure consistency with this plan.
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9.

Review and revise as needed Tumwater development regulations to
identify subarea gateways and transition areas, including boundaries
between zoning districts for the subarea. Said gateways, transition
areas and boundaries may be attractive for certain enhancements such
as public art, plazas, enhanced landscaping, entry signs, or other
architectural features. Where appropriate, enhanced noise and visual
buffering could be required along boundaries of the subarea for extra
buffers between commercial and residential neighborhoods. Consider
amending TMC Title 18 to require Type 1 landscaping to provide more
separation between commercial and non-commercial uses.

10.

Consider an additional review of the subarea plan to identify and plan
for a unique street plan, in order to incorporate a village-like area in
the south/central portion of the subarea. Such a street plan could
include identifying unique street tree and right-of-way planning
requirements and should identify internal circulation patterns and a
“Main” street through discussions with property owners in advance of
development. Numerous connections should be provided to allow for a
variety of trip possibilities through the subarea. All modes of
transportation should be provided for in these discussions.

11.

Address the issue of outdoor lighting to determine if regulatory
amendments are necessary to minimize the effects of light and glare.

12.

Consider identifying specific physical improvements that the City may
fund in its capital facilities program to serve as catalysts for private
investment, including consideration of such items as: infrastructure
improvements such as extension of water and sewer, funding for road
improvements, funding for regional stormwater/drainage issues.

13.

Continue to work towards construction of Tyee Drive between and
roughly parallel to Littlerock Road and Interstate 5. This roadway
should encourage vehicular movement into and through the subarea to
access its businesses and residences, especially for automobile traffic
entering the subarea from Interstate 5 at the Trosper Road and
Tumwater Boulevard interchanges. It should be designed to attract
that traffic as much as possible away from Littlerock Road. Its design
also should provide for safe bicycle and pedestrian travel along the
roadway. This roadway should be built by new development as
completed segments, if possible, to minimize impacts on Littlerock
Road. If this is not possible, the roadway may be built in segments by
new development with the City filling in the remaining segments as
funding can be made available. Should the City be unable to fund the
necessary road improvements to complete this roadway, any additional
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development should be required to construct the remaining segments
or otherwise adequately mitigate traffic impacts where the additional
development would significantly degrade the level of service on
Littlerock Road or other roadways and intersections in the vicinity of
the Littlerock Road subarea.
14.

Evaluate whether development of a pedestrian and bicycle facility is
feasible between the Interstate 5 pedestrian overpass and the
Tumwater Middle School and City park on the west side of Littlerock
Road.

15.

Continue working on the extension of Tyee Drive beyond Tumwater
Boulevard past Prine Road to intersect Littlerock Road near Black
Hills High School as development occurs, consistent with the Black
Hills Subarea Plan. Consider classifying Tyee Drive as a minor arterial
from its current terminus near Kingswood Drive to Tumwater
Boulevard.

16.

Continue the extension of Tyee Drive between its existing terminus,
near the Interstate-5 Pedestrian Overcrossing and Tumwater
Boulevard. The extension would occur as the adjacent properties are
developed. The ultimate cross section of the roadway would provide for
two lanes in each direction and would transition to single lanes in each
direction, south of the pedestrian overcrossing, near the existing
terminus. The actual transition area would be determined based on
the actual development submittal(s) proposed. Turn lanes would be
constructed where deemed necessary to access the adjacent properties
and at intersecting streets.

17.

Consider adopting a street plan for the subarea that includes east-west
connector roads between Littlerock Road and Tyee Drive to allow
traffic to access future commercial development and encourage the use
of Tyee Drive as an alternative to Littlerock Road.

18.

Consider further amendments to TMC Title 18 to adopt more specific
building design guidelines for the Littlerock Road Subarea, consistent
with a village-like area in the south/central portion of the subarea.
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